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W h y do w e w a n t a d if f e re n t
w a y of w o rk in g

In a journey to redefine our vision, the BSL undertook a
process of consultation with all staff to seek views on
what we should be working towards as an organisation and
what we need to do in order to achieve our vision.

It was identified that some staff and service users
viewed us as a
Hiergrchicaj Welfare Charil- we wis
to change this.
Three themes emerged; empowerment, enterprise and
community.
It was clear that unless we changed the way we
approached our work we were not going to achieve our
vision.
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How we will work

* As a response to this and as an overarching strategy to
achieve an Australia free of poverty the BSL moved to
being:
* Empowering of our people and the people with whom
and for whom we work;
* Part of Community and fostering our values in
communities; and
* Enterprising as a means of achieving sustainable
outcomes for individuals, communities and society.
* As we move towards becoming an
Enterprise we will ensure we meet our aims in advocacy,
innovation and sustainability in all that we do.
orking for an Australia free of poverty
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What we needed to do

• Empowerment
- Decrease hierarchical structure
- Improve accountability
- Encouragement of inspiration and new ideas, freedom
to experiment
- Create capacity for our staff to be innovative in their
work
- skilling up of managers; financial, project management
and leadership will be a priority
- greater delegation of resources
- Update and streamline management systems
- Create opportunities for our clients and
partners to participate.
- Create a sense of freedom
- Rid ourselves of a "fear of failure" culture
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Comm unity

- Connected networks
- Trusting to build trust
- Enhance our understanding of community.
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E n te rp ris e

- The Enterprise concept brings much of our strategic
direction together. It embodies the partnership
agenda and the need to work with the corporate
world. In turn, this allows us to consider models
and opportunities which will improve sustainability of
our programs and the organisation.
- The social enterprise model embraces community
development and relies on it to ensure the
community clearly sees and articulates its goals and
needs. Social enterprise provides the pathways of
the community to other networks (sectors)which
contribute to the achievement of those goals and
needs.
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What we needed to do (cont...)

Enterprise (cont...)

- Social enterprise is the skill in finding or creating a market
for the community's goals and needs. What are the benefits
to potential funders in meeting those needs and goals?
- It also includes;
4
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fo sterin g innovation and creatively
courage - taking risk s and building on failures
crea tive unfolding not linear planning
seeing the unseen opportunities to crea te value
U n expected syn erg ies

A final word - In an ECE, authority comes from one’s
role not the position. Authority can be delegated but
responsibility cannot be.
ustralia free of poverty
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A b rief w ord on th e "E " w ord

Some management notions seem to take on a life of
their own - Empowerment is one of them.
The reality is that empowerment is hard work for most
managers and the returns are often less than hoped
for.

Empowermentcan be made to work, however, managers
need to be prepared to change themselves first before
they set out to change others.

The paradox of
Empowermentis that you cannot g
power to another, only others can empower themselves,
and you as manager, may assist or resist that process.
In summary, both parties need to set in place a process
of self-empowerment. (Mary Parker Follett, 1866-1933)
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A b rief w ord on th e "E " w ord
(cont...)

• Guidelines for implementing
workplace:
- Share information widely
- Create autonomy through, boundaries
- Replace hierarchy with teams
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Preparing an organisation for
"renewal"

Important Points
• There is no “easy to follow map" for this process but
there is a clear pattern to failure:
• Encouragement of decision making, innovation and risk
taking of staff is crucial. This should be properly
resourced and fully supported.
• Understand the culture and temperature of the
organisation. Be able to articulate what behaviours
you want to change. For example, if a “power"
culture exists, how will you work towards ensuring
that decisions are made based on procedures or
logical reasons?
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Preparing an organisation for
“renewal" (cont...)

• Provide leadership and good management
• Act with integrity, trust and credibility (for example,
congruence between what is said and what is done)
• Be consistent with your actions
• Seek feedback from others on how you are performing
• Encourage the above behaviour from others.

Management and leadership are two distinctive and
complementarity systems o f action.
is
about coping with complexity.
Leadershipis about coping with change
rking for an Australia free of poverty
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Preparing an organisation for
"renewal" (cent...)

Providing change is about:
- 80% leadership; establishing direction, aligning,
motivating and inspiring people and;
- 20% management; planning, budgeting, organising
and problem solving.

When people say, "we're going to empower employees to act
entrepreneurial,iy - but we don't need to spend a lot of time
changing our whole organisation" they are almost bound to
fail.

(John Kotter 1999)
orking for an Australia free of poverty
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Organisation

(,John Hotter, 1999)

1 Establish a sense of urgency
2 Form a powerful guiding coalition
3 Create a vision
4 Communicate the vision
5 Empower others to act on the vision
6 Plan for and create short-term wins
7 Consolidate improvements and produce still more
change
8 Institutionalise new approaches

*
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Key Tasks for Change Leaders

1 Managing multiple Time Lines
2 Building Coalitions
* Engaging the right talent
* Growing the coalition strategically
* Working as a team
3 Creating a vision

I>$ Important points for "The
Manager"
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Improve your Emotional Intelligence (E l) - understanding your
own and others emotional make-up enough to move people in
the direction of achieving the organisation's goals.

*

E l consists of 5 components; self-awareness, self-regulation,
motivation, empathy and social skill.

*

If you want to focus on something a bit more practical than
E l to examine what sits behind managerial behaviour, think
about attitude or changing your attitude. Some steps that
might help:

1) Decide what your want

5) Participate fully

2) Be honest

6) Take personal responsibility

3) Express yourself

7) Create partnerships

4) Take Risks

8) Commit fully
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What did we do?

• Identified an organisational change process was going to
take place, the rationale and communicated this.
• Articulated what this may mean for all levels of the
organisation.
* Communicated the "vision" and how you and your program
could become involved.
• Identified structural changes that may be required.
* Identified gaps in knowledge and expertise of staff develop strategies to address this for eo. staff
development plan, recruitment strategies.
* Identified those areas where quick “runs on the board"
were likely and acknowledge some services and project would
take a little longer.
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W h a t d id w e d o? (cont...)

Identified how we would;
* Value and embrace diversity of views and approaches.
* Resource changes adequately.
* Identify risk and how you would deal with this for eg,
willingness to live with somethings going wrong.
* Support, resource and encourage innovative thinking,
at “all" levels of the organisation.
* Ensure managers at all levels are able to:
- be supportive
- be good listeners
- have courage
- have the capacity to
self-reflect
- be willing to change

- act on suggestions
made by staff
- have the capacity to
provide a role model

ing
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W h a t d id w e d o? (cont...)

* Develop strategies to manage anxiety and the feeling of
uncertainty.
* Acknowledge and build into our processes that people still
had to keep focused on the core business and respond to
external pressure ie. funding bodies.
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Key themes that emerged from a
"Temperature Check" exercise with aged
and community care sta ff

• Having the "right" staff is important.
• Positive and constructive feedback
- Nurturing and valuing staff
• Aged and Community Care there is a high degree of
colleagiality.
• Respect for each other
• Respecting and dealing positively with differences.
• Sense of a shared journey.
• Support for managers from senior managers is
crucial.
ing for an Australia free of poverty
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Key themes that emerged from a
"Temperature Check" exercise with aged
and community care staff (cont...)

Staff highly value being encouraged to think more
than service delivery but also to focus on service
development, research, innovation, policy and
advocacy.

• Risk taking and fear of failure.
• Some staff (at various levels) take on the role of
energisers, but they must be supported from those
above and below.
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O ur L e a rn in g s

* Planning encourages ideas.
* Too many changes threatens sustainability if not handled
well.
* Change is a catalyst that moves people from compliancy
to initiative.
* We need to be up front about allocating time for future
planning and innovation.
* Processes, consultations and getting “runs on the Board"
are important for eg. the BSL show.
* Be allowed to “vent" our concerns, feelings etc. is
important but it should be contained.
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O ur L e a rn in g s (cont...)

* We need to acknowledge and deal early in the change
process with staff and clients who may not be happy
with the direction we are taking.
* Planning is important, but staff need to always be alert
to unexpected opportunities, ie. not fixed on a particular
plan that they miss these opportunities.
* We need to recognise that moving towards an empowered
community enterprise has only been 12 months - early
days!
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B enefits, w e re th e re any?

• Thinking differently about how we involve our clients and their
families and how we involve them in the service they receive,
for example. Wellness Day and "Being Alive" Program
(Residential Care)
• The Innovation Hub - the organisation has put its money where
its mouth is! Eg. "Out and About" Program (Care Packages)
• "We have become role models" for both our staff, teams and
the organisation.
• Increased ability to live with chaos and manage uncertainty
(Aged and Community Care Staff must know something about
change).
• Greater opportunity to research and advocate the
recognition of the importance of socialisation in quality of life
and health dollar savings.
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B enefits, w e re th e re any?

(cont...)

• Thinking differently about how to engage with those who make up
the local community.
*

Reinforcing that both personal commitment and organisation support
need to work "hand in glove" for any change process to take place

• Taking greater ownership for the financial sustainability of our
services.
\
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Goodunexpected things happen.

*

Increase in sense of belonging to the organisation.

*

Increase in the opportunity to work more closely with managers and
other staff.

• Opportunity for partnerships with other organisations - corporate
and community.
Increased sense by staff of their ability to make change happen.

